General Assembly - 10th Session - 529th Plenary meeting
UNHQ, NY 30 September 1955 General debate; speeches by
UK and Czechoslovakia

1. ms Macmillan (UK) walking to and up podium
2. cu Macmillan speaking
3. mcu USSR delegation (incl. V. Molotov)
   listening - silent shot
4. mcu French delegation (incl. A. Pinay)
   listening - silent shot
5. cs US (npl.) delegation listening - silent shot
6. mcu Unident delegation on floor listening - silent shot
7. mls Pan r/c from USSR delegation (incl. Molotov)
   on floor listening then applauding, to other
delegations applauding
8. ms Vaclav David (Czechoslovakia) leaving his seat
   walking to and up podium, speaking in Russian
9. mcu David speaking
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